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Dean of Business
School Chosen
A native Virginian with more
than 20 years of administrative
and economic development experience In state government
and higher education has been
chosen to head Longwood College's School of Business and
Economics.
Dr. Berkwood M. Farmer. 52.
will assume his position as Dean
of Longwood s business School
on Jury 1. His appointment follows a six-month nationwide
search.
Presently, Dr. Farmer Is senior economist with the Virginia
Department of Economic Development. He also has been
executive director of the rural
Virginia Development Foundation and chief economist and director of planning and development for the Virginia Depart
ment of Agriculture and Consumer Services.
Prior to Joining state government. Dr. Farmer was on the
faculty at the University of
Richmond and the U. S. Military
Academy. West Point.
In announcing the appointment. Longwood President
William F. Dorrlll said: "Dr.
Farmer knows and is highly respected by many business and
education leaders In this area. In
Richmond, and around the
state. That will be a great asset
to our Business School."
In accepting the appointment.
Dr. Farmer said: "I am honored
to be Joining an institution with
proven academic excellence. I
look forward to working with
students, faculty, administrators, and business and community leaders to strengthen the
Business School's programs,
opportunities, and services."
Dr. Farmer grew up In Ringgold In Pittsylvanla county and
was graduated from Dan River
High School. He then went to
North Carolina State University.

where he received B.S. and M.S.
degrees in agricultural economics and the Ph.D. In economics.
He served in the U. S. Army
from 1965 to 1971, attaining the
rank of Major. He was company
commander of a unit at Fort
Hood. Texas, and took the company to South Vietnam In the
fall of 1966.
While serving in Vietnam. Dr.
Farmer was invited to Join the
faculty of the U.S. Military
Academy at West Point. He accepted that position and taught
economics, political science,
and economics of national security at West Point from 1968 to
1971.
During his final year there.
Dr. Farmer administered and
taught an advanced honors
course In economics to the top
60 academic students at West
Point and was principal faculty
adviser to the debate team.
He received the Bronze Star
for Valor In Vietnam in 1967
and the Army Commendation
Medal for leadership in 1971.
Dr. Farmer then went to the
University of Richmond and
served for three years as associate dean of University College,
directing the large evening division of graduate and undergraduate business and commerce
programs. He also taught
courses in business and economics.
Joining the Virginia Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services in 1974. Dr.
Farmer was responsible for
strategic planning, economic research, policy formulation and
Dr. Berkwood M. Farmer will
program development. He pre1.
1991.
pared quarterly forecasts for
Virginia s agricultural economy.
In 1988. he was chosen to establish a private sector, forhead the Rural Virginia Devel- profit financial institution in
opment Foundation, a new Virginia.
agency with a legislative goal to
As executive director of the

assume his position on July

foundation's 17-member board
appointed by the Governor, he
worked for two years with CEOs
and board chairmen of major

Students Pay For Vandalism
'T hope...people begin to realize the extent of the problem...."
By PATRICK CARR
Who would have ever Imag
tned the amount of money spent
on vandalism last semester?
Last semester $24,052.95
was spent on repairing damages
In Longwood residences. That's
$22,859.20 more than the fall
semester in
1989 and
$21,131.98 more than the Tall
semester in 1988.
David Rettlg. Director of
Housing, gave three reasons for
the dramatic increases In common area damage charges: The
first Is related to elevator dam
age. This was $12,008.10 of the
total. The second is that the
College has changed from water
to dry chemical fire extinguisher.
Replacement and recharging of
extinguishers contributed to
$2,130 of the total. The third Is
that the College has developed a
better method for tracking and
billing such charges.'
The students are paying for
these charges. Upon entering
l,oiij>wood College each resident
Mid a $100 damage deposit.
The demage on a hall Is divided
by the number of people living
on that hall. As many students
found out last week, one can not
register If their damage deposit
Tails below $50.
The Residence Life Work
Croup Is an organization of stu
denls and administrators that
discuss Issues on our eampus.
They have acknowledged (his
problem and are attempting lo
solve It. They believe (he slu

denls should be aware of how
these damage fees are being paid
and the consequences Involved
In Ihem.
According to Code 18.2 137
and 138 of Police • Crimes And
Offenses And Motor Vehicle
Laws Of Virginia. 1990 edition.
Injuring any public buildings or
properly lhat Is not his or her
own is a Class 1 misdemeanor
with a penalty of no more than
12 months in Jail and/or a fine
of up to $2,500.
The three most common
forms of vandalism Involve elevators, fire extinguishers and
celling tiles. It now costs $40 to
recharge a dry chemical exlin
gulslier and $5 to replace a sin
gle celling tile, according to
Rettlg.
The Resldenre Life Work
Group also expressed their fear
In the new fad crossing the
country. It's called "elevator
surfing." It not only costs count
less dollars to repair elevalors
but is dangerous.
According to USA Today.
March 28: "Authorities said Edwin Torres. 12. died Tuesday (3
26 91) al a New York housing
project while trying to Jump from
one elevator roof lo another in a
lame railed elevator surfing."
He fell four or rive Il<
Officials said 13 have died
playing this game since l<»84."
At Indiana Slate University a
college student died rerently

while elevator surfing. He was
pinned on lop of an elevator according to The Chronicle Of
Higher Education. April 3, issue.
Rettlg said, "I hope as people

begin to realize the extent of the
problem thai we will see a
reduction (in damage expensesl
for the spring semester."'

Common Area Damage
Repair Costs for Fall 1990
Colonnades
Cox
Cunninghams
Curry
Frazer
French
S. Ruffner
Stubbs
Tabb
Wheeler
TOTAL

$300.00
$5,044.90
$1,527.50
$3,475.99
$8,432.32
$250.00
$275.50
$521.00
$591.50
$3,609.74

New
Residence
Hall
Under

banks and corporations In Virginia and with members of the
General Assembly to obtain $11
million of private sector investment to capitalize this new
financial institution.
In another business venture
In 1986. Dr. Farmer was one of
the founding directors of Fidelity
Federal Savings Bank In Richmond. When It opened, this Institution had more equity and
more stockholders than any new
savings and loan ever In the
state of Virginia. He continues to
serve on the bank's board of directors, executive committee,
audit and loan committees, and
is chairman of the strategic
planning committee.
Among numerous other pro*
fesslonal activities during his
tenure In state government. Dr.
Farmer was chairman of the
Virginia Rural Development Authority Task Force, member of
the Governor's Food and Nutrition Task Force, member of the
Virginia Econometric Model
Task Force, and director of the
Virginia Agricultural Opportunity Study Commission. He is
chair of the Business Management Advisory Committee for J.
Sargeant Reynolds Community
College.
He was president of the Richmond chapter of the American
Marketing Association In 198283 and received the organization's Golden Candlestick Leadership Award.
Dr. Farmer has given numerous presentations on economics,
finance, marketing, agriculture,
environment, and land-use
planning to academic, business,
and professional groups
throughout Virginia. He Is the
author of research reports, articles, and book chapters.

Completion Expected
In 18 Months
By SHERRY QATEWOOD
A new residence hall Is under
construction on Griffin Blvd.,
between the new Library and
Stubbs. It will house 160 students and will be ready for
occupancy In 18 months. Rooms
will be for upperclassmen with
consideration given to their GPA.
Frazler Construction Company of Lynchburg was hired to
build this residence hall as part
of a campus expansion plan in
the years to come. The estimated
cost of the building Is $3-1/2
million and the overall project Is
$5 million.
The money to finance this
project came from state bond
revenues. David Rettlg, Director
of Housing explained, "the state
sells bonds to raise money"
which is loaned to the college.
Longwood will repay the funds
over a twenty year plan.
The new building is expected
to alleviate the expanded housing situation which students
have experienced during the
past few years. Also, it will allow
for the growth of Longwood.
especially during the latter half
of this decade.

White House
"Watchdog"
To Visit
Longwood
Lawrence M. O'Rourke. a
journalist who has covered national and International events
for two major newspapers for
more than 25 years, is visiting
Longwood College this week as a
Woodrow Wilson Visiting Fellow.
O'Rourke, who has been covering Desert Shield. Desert
Storm, and Its aftermath In the
Middle East for some seven
months, will give a public lecture on Thursday evening. April
18. at 7 p.m. In Bedford Audlto
hum.

$24,052.95

BE SURE TO CAST
YOUR VOTE TODAY AND
TOMORROW FOR THE
SGA ELECTIONS.

Construction

He will discuss his experiences In the Persian Gulf and
some of the challenges and
problems with news coverage
before, during, and after the
war.
O'Rourke also will speak at
Hampden-Sydney College, on
Tuesday afternoon. April 16. at
4:30 p.m. In Crawley Forum. His
lecture there will deal with
what's happening in modern
communications and Its significance lo government and polltics.

Both lectures are open to everyone free of charge.
O'Rourke is White House correspondent and Washington
columnist for the St. Louis PoatDispatch.
His stories for that paper In
recent years have Included an
examination of U. S.-European
trade practices; a series on the
Republic of Ireland's economic
distress and the continuing vlo
lence in northern Ireland; onthe-scene coverage In the
Philippines of the ouster of Ferdinand R. Marcos as president
and his replacement by Corazon
C. Aquino; reports on the political and economic situation In
South Korea: a series reported
from Japan on the trade war between Japan and the U. S.: and
coverage of the Bush preslden
tial campaign.
For 10 years. 1970 1980.
O'Rourke was Washlngotn
bureau chief and White House
correspondent
for
The
Philadelphia Bulletin. Before
that, he covered national politics. Congress, and the Supreme
Court for the Itilladelphla paper
(Continued on pg. 6)
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COMMENTARY
The Rotunda reserves the right to refuse any future editorials that are not signed. We will not print your name should
you wish It not to be, but the original letter must be signed.

Letter To The Editor
Editor. The Rotunda.
All of these cultures have roots, and If It were not for
I am writing In reference to
given
something to the way wc Columbus' voyage (thanks to
the registrar's fall schedule and
Spain) we might not be the
live
and
the way we think. Most
the drawings that followed oome
country we are today.
of
our
ancestors
have
European
of the course listings, specifically
Beth Verley
the little man seen with the big
sombrero under Spanish. I
would like to know why such a
foolish looking representation of
the Hispanic culture was cho
sen. I believe it Is a lack of cul
tural awareness on the part of
the person In charge of putting KT.JU,,
the picture there. I would like
this person to know that the
Hispanic culture Is much more
than a Mexican man wearing a
big hat and a blanket over his
shoulder. Not only that, the His
panic culture Is much more than
Mexico! There Is Spain.
Venezuela. Ecuador. Colombia.
Paraguay, Uruguay. Honduras,
Chile. Argentina, need I go on?
As a Spanish major. I am outraged that you have reduced
such a beautiful culture down to
such a foolish picture! It makes
Spanish look as If It Is made for
lazy, stupid students (misjudged
stereotypes commonly associated with the sombrero wearing
Hispanic).
In addition, as an Hispanic on
this campus I would be outraged. The picture would give
me nothing with which to
Identify my race or my culture.
Such a picture would embarrass
"POM'T B€
port'T &AC&€Rtt£
me and make me feel Inferior to
know this Is how others perceive
INCOME To IMPRESS
AM8KHJ0U5.
me; that others must rely on
TA£ 1.1?. s.
stereotypes to represent my
culture.
To help you understand how
much of an Insult this is. it
would be like reducing the Cerin.ui culture down to a stein of
beer or the French culture down
to a man wearing a beret with a
cigarette hanging out of his
mouth. leaning up against a
street lamp, waiting for FIFi to
walk by.

also helped me. Now. I must request books that I'm not sure
will even help me. Plus. I cannot
realistically request an entire
section of books. I think our research and papers are going to
suffer as a result of this situation.
One final note on this "Closed
Stacks" situation is about letting
the students know. If the library
is determined to stick with this
ridiculous Idea, the least they
could do is put a sign up In the
reference room so that students
won't think that certain period!
cals are not there.
Another problem Is the combination of the reference and periodical sections. Because of this
situation, you might be asking a
question about a reference
source, and the librarian Is
helping someone in periodicals. I
forsee a lot of problems with
this.
In conclusion. 1 think the
students are going to suffer
because of all of this. I»rofessors
aren't concerned with problems
in the library: they Just want you
to create a super paper. I'm Just
glad I'm graduating so that all
four years of my papers won't
suffer.
Sincerely.
Cathy Mapp

Editor. The Rotunda.
I am writing In reference to
the new library. 1 have to admit,
the new building Is very Impres
slve. and Its appearance certainly Improves upon Lancaster,
but aside from this comment. I
have no other complements.
To begin with. I have been Informed that when the remainder
of the books come over from
Lancaster, they will be placed
downstairs, and we will have to
request them for use. The reason
for this situation Is the
supposed lack of space, but I
have a problem with that
excuse. My confusion stems
from the fact that in the library
of Congress Section, there may
be five books on a shelf that
could possibly hold ten or
twelve. If the books there were
consolidated, maybe there would
be more space for other books.
This problem of requesting
books or "Closed Stacks" causes
me much distress. We are a
small school with much emphasis on research, and if we don't
have access to the book?., our
research will not be as complete
as it could be. In olher words, in
the old library. If I found a book
I liked and went to the shelf. I
might have found four or five
other books that would have

"PONT WRlTE IN"
secRCT cm.

PoNT WRITE OPINIONS
£ OF f.R 5 WORKERS OTVj

g YOUR TAX FORM.

ITZTT

Editor. The Rotunda.
The Longwood community
should feel outraged that an official Longwood College publication, page 13 of the Fall 1991
Master Schedule of Classes,
contains a demeaning cultural
characterization. However, students should ignore this denigrating characterization when
considering Spanish language
courses. Instead, when one
thinks of Spanish language cultures and countries one should
think of modern literature. Three
of the past ten Nobel Prizes in
literature were from Spanish
language countries: Octavio Paz.
Mexico; Camllo Jose Cela.
Spain; and Gabriel Garcia
Marquez. Columbia. One should
think of diplomacy. Javier Perez
de Cuellar. Secretary General of
the United Nations. Is from Peru.
One should think of positive
world change. Three of the past
ten Individuals receiving the
Nobel Prize for peace were from
Spanish language countries:
Oscar Arias Sanchez. Costa
Rica; Alfonso Garcia Robles.
Mexico: And Adolfo Perez
Esquivel. Argentina. One should
think of music: Placldo
Domingo. Jose Carreras. Julio
Igleslas. One should think of art:
Pablo Picasso. Diego Rivera, and
Salvador Dall. One should think
of sports. The 1992 summer
Olympics will be In Barcelona.
Spain. One should think of
business. Before the year 2000
the U.S. will Join Mexico and
Canada to form a common mar
kel without economic bound
aries.
Robert E. Berry
Assistant Professor
Department of Economics
and Finance

NEWS
APO Volunteers Services
To Local SPCA
By TAMMY LEE
Each month, members of Alpha Phi Omega service fraternity
have volunteered their services
to the SPCA located off of route
360.
"Animals need attention In
order to make good pets, so our
Job is to play with them and give
them the attention they need."
said Irene Rischke. one of the
co-chairs of the SPCA committee
In Alpha Phi Omega.
Each animal residing at the
Shelter has been named and has
gone through an entering process In which It Is wormed and
temporarily secluded for obser
vat Ion.
The SPCA has not received
any government funding:
therefore, the organization has
survived primarily on donations
from various organizations and
on adoption fees.
Alpha Phi Omega members
have contributed by collecting
newspapers and boxes for the
animals to lie on in their r
Cans have also been placed in
donna to collect change as a do
nation for the SPCA
According to Ms. Rischke
many of the animals have been
at the SIK^A for years and need
to be adopted. Animals have
only l>een put to sleep, she re
ported, If they were In extreme
pain or if living quarters became
too crowded. Adoption has been
MI.KIC possible, but only to IhOM
who agree to have the animal
spayed <>r neutered and to pay
an adoption fee

Future of
The Virginian
Looking

Food Fight Erupts
in Neighborhood
Supermarket

Gloomy

Pictured from left to right are Careda Williams. Stacl
Sandier, and I.ori Lazear holding some of the animals at the
SPCA.

Ms. Rischke said her favorite
animals were a sheep dog
named Jessie and twin cats
named Weebles and Special K.
Ms. Rischke has known Jessie
for two months and loves to play
with her. making Jessie "very
special." Special K and Weebles
are brain damaged but remain

"happy cats", and are also "very
special" to Ms. Rischke.
Ms. Rischke said one of the
most exciting and rewarding
part of the program was
rescuing some stray puppies.
"As wc were leaving, we actually
rescued three puppies" said
Rischke.
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By KIMBERLY S. POSTER
What is the future of the
yearbook?
"I honestly don't know. The
apathetic attitudes I get from
everyone including faculty, staff,
administration and students
makes me feel no one wants a
book, except the 200 people who
bought one this year," said
Yearbook Editor Linda Wright.
Ms. Wright is a Junior elementary education major from
Suffolk, and the current editor of
The Vlrgtntan.
Longwood's
yearbook.
She Is assisted by her staff
and their advisor, Lynette Jennings, 1989 Longwood College
political science graduate.
In reference to the future of
the yearbook Miss Wright said
that there's always a slight pos
slbillty we won't have one. She
says. "Miss Jennings Is sending
personal appeals to students
with yearbook experience to ap
ply for Editor of The Virginian."
She said the editor deals with
layouts, copy, selling ads, delegating authority and training
others to do the same.
Miss Wright said that a qual
Ity book costs $10,000 to produce. She received $1,500 from

:

SGA this semester.
The rest of the money Is
raised by selling old yearbooks,
new books, ads, lollipops, and
old candid photographs. They
are Hearing their goal but still
have a way to go.
Miss Wright said that if 3.000
books were ordered It would cost
approximately $6 per book to
produce. She has asked the administration to Include the
yearbook in tuition but so far
has not been successful.
As the semester draws to a
close the new book titled,
"Excellence Under Construction"
(title by Sonja Bethea). Is nearIng completion according to Miss
Wright.
"The purpose of the yearbook
Is to capture things we will want
to remember in the future and to
act as a public relations piece to
show off and help sell the college," she said.
This new book according to
Miss Wright will show a lot of
changes happening what with
budget cuts, the new library and
renovations. She said she believes." there are a lot of positive
changes going on that are going
to make Longwood a better place
to attend."

Carrots, broccoli, and fresh fruit flew
into grocery cam as The Great American Food Fight Against Cancer broke
out in area supermarkets.
Consumers are reacting to studies
showing that foods high in fiber and low
in fat may help reduce cancer risk.
One mother was seen throwing carrots into her bag. "Snacks for the kids."
she said. "This food fight is pretty exciting." said one produce manager, "and
there's nothing to clean up!"
The American Cancer Society, sponsor of (he Food Fight, has more information. Call I-800-ACS-2345. And. be on
the lookout for Community Crusade
volunteers armed with shopping lists.

LAMBBCAN
CANCBJ
SOCIETY'
Public Service Msanga
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ROTUNDA POLICY

*
The opinions expressed In The Rotunda are not necessarily those of Longwood College. Its
Business Manager " students, staff, administration or trustees. Columns, letters, and cartoons represent the view
m of their author. Unsigned editorials represent the majority opinion of the editorial board.
Anita Owens
All letters to the Editor must be signed and typed or printed neatly. The Editor and staff
s
Advertising Manager • reserve the right to edit any material submitted for publication
•
Any contributions should be addressed to The Rotunda, Box 1 133. Deadline for articles Is
Bradley L. Owen
* 3:00 p.m. Friday prior to the Monday publication date and these should be placed in the
Faculty AdTisor
* envelope on the Publication door in Lankford. Letters, personals, etc. are due on the office
door by midnight Sunday.
Barbara LaJaunie
l>uWished weekly since 1920 by the students of Longwood College, The Rotunda Is an
#
• American Scholastic Press Association award winning newspaper. Questions or comments
a should be directed to our main office at Box I 133 or (804) 395 2120
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FEATURES
Choirs And Flute

1

Give Ensemble Two

Euripides Electra Opens

Concerts This Week

Wednesday Night April 17

Longwood College's Flute Ensemble, Camerata Singers and
Concert Choir will be featured In
two concerts this week. Both
concerts are open to the public
free of charge.
The Flute Ensemble's performance will be Monday evening.
April 15. at 8 p.m. In Wygal Auditorium. The program features
four compositions from the
Baroque and Romantic eras. The
composers are Reicha. Kummer,
Naudot. and Bolsmortter.
The flutists are: Linda Slayton, from Pamplln, a biology
major at Longwood with a minor
In music; Jana Davis, from
Broadway, a music major;
Heather Gilbert, from Richmond,
an English major; Deanna
Gibson, from Virginia Beach, a
business
major
with
concentration In accounting;
and Indira Etwaroo. from Newport News, a music major. The
ensemble Is directed by Patricia
Werrell.
The Camerata Singers and
Concert Choir will present their
annual spring choral concert on
Thursday evening. April 18. at 8
o'clock In Wygal Auditorium.
The 36-volce Camerata

Singers will open the program
with selections from their recent
performance at the National
Cathedral In Washington and
their six-day tour which Included a performance at the U.S.
Naval Academy.
Works Include When Jesus
Wept" by William Billings;
"Wondrous Love," arranged by
Robert A. Boyd; "Set Me As a
Seal" by Rene Clausen; and
"Hymn to St. Peter" by Benjamin
Britten.
The Concert Choir will perform a variety of musical styles.
Including "The Road Not Taken"
by Randall Thompson; a folk
song title "Mary Ann." arranged
by Paul Hendrlckson; "Ev'ry
Time I Feel the Spirit." a spiritual by William Dawson; and a
patriotic medley titled "an
American Salute." arranged by
Ed Lojeskl.
The two choirs will combine
to sing two selections - "Poor
Man Lazrus." arranged by Jester
Hairston; and "Hark I Hear the
Harps Eternal." arranged by Alice Parker.
Dr. Donald Trott directs the
Camerata Singers and Concert
Choir.

By ANN RENEE HEIM
Where will you be at 8 on
Wednesday. April 17? Over fifty
students here will be acting In
and producing Electra over at
Jarman Auditorium.

since Baby With the Bathwater
last year, said In reference to her
last performance at Longwood,
"I'm glad that so many people
are working on this show, it
creates a bigger family for my
last show and we're all together.

Markham. Junior Michelle
Neubecker.
senior Vern
Williamson, and Junior Christine
Willis. The chorus relays the
dramatic action by way of song.
dance and chant throughout the
course of the play.

The production, several days
from opening night Is "really
coming together well." said
sophomore Gregg Balrd. he will
portray Palades In the show. The
cast of twenty-one has worked
for five weeks to put this
production on for the students,
faculty, staff, and public.

I also think it's funny. In my first
role. I played Mustard Seed, a
full-of life fairy in Mid Summer
Nlglxt's Dream, I was a freshman
— and for my last role 1 get
killed — It's kind of ironic."

The play will show at 8 p.m
from April 17 20 In Jarman Au
dltorlum. Electra Is a one hour
and fifteen minute show and will
be run without an Intermission
Ihe admission Is $5 for public
$3 for senior citizens, and free
for Longwood students with an

Euripides' Electra Is a Greek
tragedy about how the lives of
Electra. played by senior
Suzanne Williams, and Orestes,
portrayed by Junior Walter Alford, are affected by the actions
of their mother. Clytemnestra.
senior Sharon Donohue. and
how they take fate into their own
hands to avenge the blood of
their father whom she killed.
Donohue. who hasn't been
seen acting on Jarman state

Annual Faculty Follies
Arrives
By IRENE RISCHKE
Faculty Follies, an annual
student organized faculty talent
show, will take place on
Wednesday. April 17 at 7 p.m. in
Wygal.
The event Is being sponsored
by Alpha Phi Omega, a national
service fraternity. Tickets are $2
for non-students. $1 for
students and will be available at
the door. Proceeds will go to the

Bobby Ferrar Trust Fund.
The theme for the night Is A
Salute to America". The emcee
will be Franklin Grant. Featured
talents Include Nancy Yesbeck.
MaryKaye Benton. Steve Dealph.
Bill Froude. Dr. and Mrs. Dorrill.
Brenda Cross. Alpha Phi Omega
Brothers and a special surprise
act.
For more information, contact
J. J. Wells at 395 3184.

GIVE SMOKING
A KICK
IN THE BUTT.
AMERICAN
? CANCER
r SOCIETY

The Bulletin Board
Seniors, are you spending
more time planning your graduation party than you are your
career??l!
If this statement describes
your status, may we suggest the
following:
Don't PANIC! All is not lost however, it Is getting late. The
average Job search takes 3-6
months fulltlme. so If you hope
to locate employment between
now and October, you probably
need to be taking action NOW!
Carve out a chunk of time
(every week) to spend on your
Job search. Ask yourself three
preliminary questions: WHAT do '
you want to do? WHERE (what
geographic location/preference)
do you want to work? And WHO
do you want to work for? You
cannot reasonably begin a Job
search without knowing answers
to the above questions. If you do
not know, come to the Career
Planning & Placement Center for
assistance. We can help you
identify occupations that match
your values. Interests and skills;
we can discuss geographic options; and we can provide information on large and small employers.
After you have answered the
above questions, the next step is
to begin using traditional and
nontradltlonal approaches to the
Job search. You want to use as
many approaches as possible to
increase your chances at getting
a good Job. Traditional approaches include: 1) Identifying
Job openings. 1) Identifying
potential employers. 3) participating In on campus Interviews,
and 4) seeking out employment
agencies/services. All four approaches have advantages and
disadvantages. The nontradltional approach Involves conducting Informational interviews.
In order to learn details of the
above Job search process, come
to our final Job Search Skills
Workshop on Thursday. April 18
at 1 p.m.. CPPC 2nd Floor
South Ruffner. Furthermore. If
yc.u still need to write your resume and are confused about
cover letters and Interviewing,
there are workshops left: Resume Writing: Tuesday. April 16
at 1 p.m.. Cover Letter Writing:

Monday. April 15 at 4 p.m.. and
Interviewing Skills: Wednesday.
April 10 at 4 p.m. and Tuesday.
April 23 at 1 p.m. If you cannot
attend any of the workshops, at
least stop by CPPC soon and
collect some of the Information
that Is available.
Remember, your future Is up
to you. This process Is not accomplished hurriedly. This article Is an attempt to give a "Jumpstart" to those who may need it.
We can help you In preparing for
the future, but only if you come
and visit us. Don't wait until It
Is too late.

Students Interested in audi
Honing for the Camerata Singers
for fall/1991 should contact Dr.
Don Trott at 395-2500 to set-up
an audition time. All students
serious about choral singing are
encouraged to try-out. Students
who were members of Camerata
Singers In past semesters are
welcomed to sing-up without an
audition necessary. Auditions
for new members will take place
during the Pre-Reglstration
period of March 27 through
April 18.
SUN Board programming to
come...
April 15 Movie. "Flatllners" 9
p.m. Lancer Cafe
April 17 Comedian Anthony
Clark 9 p.m. Lancer Cafe
April 19 & 29 Movie. "Edward
Sclssorhands" 8 p.m. Lankford
Mall
April 26 & 29 Movie. "Russia
House" 8 p.m. Lankford Mall
April 29 Comedian/Singer
KIER9p.m. Cafe.

Make your classes easier by
helping yourself to SMART
(Student Managed Academic
Residential Tutoring). Whether
you need a tutor or study companions, we can help! Study
sessions are being offered
throughout this semester on 4th
floor, South Cunningham.
Check the SMART bulletin board
In the New Smoker for
Information about study groups
already formed or to start your
own group. If you have any
questions, please contact Roger
Hanna - 3002 or Scott Lissner 2391.
Dr. "Flash" Blaunell. physical
education professor here at
Longwood, will shave his beard
for the first time if Delta Psl
Kappa, the honorary fraternity
for physical education raises
200 dollars! Delta Psl Kappa
asks you. the student body, to
help. Please donate any loose
change to Mrs. Flowers, in the
P.E. Department Secretary's Of
flee or mall donations to Delta
Psl Kappa. Box 915. — Thanks
for your support. The members
of Delta Psl Kappa

Need a Job In the Fall?
Apply In Her to work for the
Division of Intramurals and
Campus Recreation. Jobs include: Supervisor and equipment checkout for welghtroom.
racquetball courts, gyms/fields,
aerobic fitness instructor, publicity, photographer.

The Music Department will be
holding auditions for next year's
production of "Amah! and the
Night Visitors" on April 23 at 6
p.m. In Wygal Music Building.
The opera calls for six major
roles Including: Amah I soprano,
the Mother soprano, King Kas
par-tenor. King Melchlor baritone, King Balthazar-bass, and
the Page-bass. There will also be
a supporting chorus of shep
herds. For more Information and
music for the audition, please
contact Dr. Trott In Wygal. Office
3 or by calling 2500. All persons
Interested must pick up music
to be learned for the April 23rd
auditions.

Not only does Electra provide
the opportunity for new acting
talent but It is also the first musical play to be presented by the
Players at Longwood since
1989s Androcles and the Uon.
Senior Kaddy Feast, who played
the HUe role In Androcles. will
also be among the chorus In this
production. The chorus consists
of seven members: freshman
Cindy Callahan. sophomore
Jenny Collins, senior Kaddy
Feast. Sophomore Jennifer

Electra Is the first Greek
tragedy to be put on by the
Longwood
Players since
Lyststrata In 1989. The Players'
production next year will be
MacBelh and The Picnic in the
fall semester and A Funny Thing
Happened on the Way to the
Forum, a musical, and The
Importance oj Being Earnest In
the spring.

Panel Discusses
Eurpoean
Economy

Page 3

Honors
Banquet
Successful
By ANN RENEE HEIM
On Wednesday. April 10. the
annual Honors Banquet was
held In Blackwell Dining Hall.
Students from all areas of study
were honored for their academic
and eXtra-CUlTleular achieve
ments.
The ceremony was opened
with a performance by the
Longwood College Handbell Ensemble directed by Paul S. Hessellnk. After their performance.
Dr. Sandra Brlel gave a speech
defining In her terms the meaning of honor, and (he link between the Honor Students and
the system of Honor here at
Longwood.
A formal recognition of the
Longwood Scholars: seniors
Beth Ann Lord Cox. and Vernelle
Seay Williamson: Junior Stacl
Robyn Sandier; sophomores
Mary Carter Davis. Teresa Ann
Garren. Susan Lynn Johnson,
and Patricia A McCormlck; and
freshmen Kimberly A. Boucher
and Wendy Marie Sprouse; m
given by Dr. Stuart.
He then announced the May
1991 Honors Program Gradii
ates. Who's Who Winners. Phi
Kappa Phi (the members of the
Junior senior Honor Fraternity),
and the students who have re
celved a 4.0 GPA for their outstanding academic achievements
within the past year.

Nancy Haga then Introduced
the American and National
"The Changing European
Forenslcs Teams for their proEconomy: What Lies Ahead" Is Army. He is a graduate of the gression to the National Compe
Moscow
State
Institute
of
the topic for a seminar at Longtitions In the next few weeks.
wood College on Monday. April Foreign Relations.
Angresano
will
focus
on
re15. at 7 p.m. In the Virginia
cent changes In Hungary. His
Room.
The reminder of Ihe banquet
Panelists for the discussion new book. Comparative Eco- was devoted to the recognition of
nomics: An Evolutionary Instiare Andrei Guitchounts. a citiaward winners; such as the
zen of the USSR and economist tutional Approach. Is a study of
Geist-Elizabeth Burger Jackson
with the International Cotton the economic restructuring in Award, the Outstanding Senior
that
country.
The
book
will
be
Advisory Committee; James
Majoring In Chemistry, and the
Angresano. associate professor published in August.
Awards
for Highest Academic
Berry will discuss the chalof economics at Hampden-SydHonors; and the Introduction to
lenges
of
preparing
for
1992.
ney College; and Robert Berry.
when ihe Common Market will the recipients of various scholRay Brastow. and Jay Dee Mararships, such as ihe John Carr
tin, members of the economics be fully functioning In Europe.
Accounting
Scholarship and the
Brastow and Martin will be
faculty at Longwood.
C. G. Cordon Moss Scholarship.
moderator
and
discussant
on
Guitchounts will discuss economic realities In Russia today the panel.
This program Is the first In a
and the impact of the current
Ten students served as
series of seminars sponsored by
economic flux on people's lives.
ushers for the evening, both
Longwood's
economics
faculty
Presently serving In Washington. DC. Guitchounts has and designed to enhance under- seating guests and serving
dinner. Floral arrangements and
previously worked with NOVO- standing of the contemporary white tablecloths gave Blackwell
economic
environment.
EXPORT. a specialized trading
All Interested persons In the a new. professional look.
agency of the USSR's Ministry of
community
are cordially Invited
Foreign Economic Relations. He
also has served In Baghdad as to attend the seminar and paran Interpreter for the Soviet ticipate in the discussion.

Laugh With Anthony Clark
Nominated for National
Comedy Entertainer of the Year,
Anthony Clark Is a favorite pick
of colleges and clubs all across
the country. His performance Is
an event that leaves audiences
laughing long aAer the lights go
up and the curtains fall. His
fast-paced style and high energy
routine keep people wanting
more.
With a boyish charisma that
wins crowds as diverse as the

stories he tells, Anthony laughs
almost as much as his audience.
His Impressions of friends, relatives, and people we all know
create a comical world that
closely reflects our own.
Amid numerous television
credits, such as the MTV Half
Hour Comedy Hour and "An
Evening at the Improv," Anthony
Clark has recently appeared In
the Tony Award winning play
"The Grapes of Wrath" on

Broadway. He also co-stars with
River Phoenix and Lill Taylor In
the Warner Brothers' motion
picture Dogfight." soon to be
released.
The Student Union Board Is
pleased to present Anthony
Clark at 9 p.m. on Wednesday.
April 17. In l^ancerCafe. Ad mis
sion Is free, so come carry and
get a good seat! Don't miss a
great show!!
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SPORTS

Crute Named
Player Of The Week
Crute won the individual title
by pairing the first playoff hold,
sinking a three foot putt after
the other three players had bo
geyed. It marked the second year
In a row that a Longwood golfer
had won medalist honors at the
State Tournament. Crute followed In the footsteps of former
Lancer Jeff Smiley.

"It was a nice win for Steve
because he really played well."
explained Longwood coach Steve
Nelson, whose team finished
second to Christopher Newport
after firing a 333. "He shot a 38
on the front nine, but the water
holes affected him some on the
back nine."

STEVE CRUTE
Longwood golfer Steve Crute
won medalist honors at the Virginia State College Division
Championships Sunday at Hot
Springs by winning a four-way
playoff after firing a 79. For his
performance, Crute has been
named Longwood College Player
of the Week for the period of
April 7 14. Player of the week Is
chosen by the Longwood sports
Information office.

Crute's victory was his first in
college competition and his
round of 79 Is his second best
ever, following a 77 shot In the
second round of the Camp Lejeune Tournament this spring.

Newport College Soaks LC's One
Year Reign In Hot Springs
By MARK KIRK
An exciting day of men's golf
at Hot Springs, which featured a
four way playoff to determine
Individual medalist honors finally concluded with Christopher Newport College winning
the College Division State
Championship Sunday, ending
Longwood s one year reign as
state champions.
After the first round was
rained out on Saturday. CNC
marched to the title by firing a
324, which was enough to hold
off the Lancers score of 333.
"The course was wet and
soggy after the rain on Saturday,
and the greens were really fast
so the scores were high", said
Lancer coach Steve Nelson^ "We
played as well as anybody else,
but we couldn't finish our holes.
All in all. I was pleased with our
performance."

A sophomore physical educa
tlon major. Crute is a graduate
of Bluestone High School, where
he played baseball and
basketball.

Penn State won the 54 hole
event with a 318-312-316-946,
but Longwood finally played up
Its potential on the last day with
one of the best single-round
team scores of the event. The
Lady Lancers, who started In
10th place, had rounds of 343
and 327 the first two days, but
finished at 981. Just ahead of
James Madison (982) and Just
behind Missouri (977).

Freshmen Jo Lefson and
Donna Martin and Junior Sherry
Evans led the way for Longwood.
Lefson had a final round 75.
three over par, to finish at 243
(88-80-75) and place 24th In a
field of 68 golfers.

Martin, most consistent for
Longwood. shot 81-83-80-244
for 25th In the Individual standings. Evans was right behind
with an 86-82-77-245 to tie for
26th. Junior Ami Schonauer
carded an 88 82 79-249 to tie
for 37th. Sophomore Anna Radford shot 90-87-85-262. Playing
as an Individual. Megan Hackett
shot 93-92 93-278.

Crute won with a par on the
first playoff hole after the other
three players had bogeyed. It
was his first win ever In college
competition.
"It was a nice win for Steve
because he really played well."
explained Nelson. "He shot a 38
on the front nine, but the water
holes affected him some on the
back. I was really happy for him.
because he had never won a college tournament before."
Freshman Shawn Moore also
had a big day for the Lancers as
he finished fifth with a round of
80. which earned him a spot on
the All-State team.

Next up for Longwood is the
William & Mary Invitational Friday through Sunday at
WUllamsburg.

The Longwood baseball team
received Its first national ranking of the year last week after
winning 16 straight games, but
the Lancers dropped two of three
decisions to Lynchburg and
North Carolina A&T and had a
twinbill Sunday with Maryland
Eastern Shore rained out In action last week.

The "Collegiate Baseball" Division II poll had Longwood
rated 26th In last week's national rankings. Now 27-6.
Longwood hosts Randolph Ma
con Wednesday at 3. visits Liberty Saturday at 2 and hosts
Shenandoah Sunday at 2. All
Team Soores: Penn State 946. this week's dates will be single
Mississippi 952. Iowa State 953.
Kansas 956. UNC Wilmington games.
962, Alabama-Birmingham 976.
Missouri 977, Longwood 981.
After Lynchburg ended the
James Madison 982. Methodist Lancers' 16-game win streak
1009. Charleston 1022. Coastal with a 4-1 decision Wednesday
Carolina 1038. UNC Greensboro In Lynchburg. Division I North
1178.
Carolina A&T visited for a
ralned-soaked doubleheader
Saturday. Thanks to a dramatic
3-run homer by Eric Hutzler in
the bottom of the seventh,
Longwood won the opener 8-6.

The Individual winner at the
UNCW tournament was Sarah
Brltt of Mississippi who shot 8175-75-231.

NNA "Stacked" LC
By MARK KIRK
A frustrating set of circumstances fell upon Longwood's
men't tennis team on Friday as
they dropped a 5-4 home decision to Newport News Apprentice
In a rematch of the April 3 clash,
which the Shipbuilders also won
5-4. Meanwhile. Saturday's
match at Greensboro College
was called off due to rain.
While the loss dropped the
Lancers to 1-7. the outcome Is
one that will not sit well with
I ongwood because NNA appar
enlly stacked their lineup.
They switched their top dou
bles team to number two and
also pl.-n-.-d a guy at number six
seed In singles when he should
have been the second seed." said
Lanetf coach Stan Clepllnski.

"This is a violation of the code of
ethics followed by the Intercol
leglate Tennis Coaches Association. The kids were really upset
and angry over the events. We
probably won't play them again
next year."
In singles action. Longwood
received victories from freshman
James Whlteree at number two.
Junior Hunter Reynolds at
number three, and sophomore
Mike Cyrus at number five.
Whlteree only lost one game In
his match, while Reynolds only
dropped two.
In the controversial doubles
matches, the Lancers got their
lone win from their top doubles
team of Reynolds and Junior
Chris Healing.
Longwood returns to the
courts on Tuesday when they
host Randolph-Macon at 3 .

The Longwood lacrosse team
continued Its losing skid Saturday dropping a rain soaked
contest to host Roanoke College
16-2. The Lady Lancers post a
record of 0-5.
Junior Lara Clni scored both
of Longwood's goals, tossing In
one In each half. Senior goalkeeper Karen Holleman played a
solid game, stopping 16 Roanoke
shots.
"Roanoke Is the best Division
HI team we've seen this year."
commented head coach Sandy
Brtdgeman. "I'm not all that upset with our performance because we did some really good
things on the field and executed
better than in any game so far."
The Lady Lancers host
Lynchburg Monday and travel to
Brldgewater Wednesday.
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LARGE PIZZA
$6.50
6-PACK OF 'COKE*
ONLY 6 «
With purchase of large pizza.

ITZA STEAL OF A DEAL
ONLY AT THE LANCER CAFE!
CALL 395-2121!
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Other scores for the Lancers
were produced by sophomore
Frank Davlde 85: freshman
Jimmy Ward. 89: and senior
Darrell Nichols. 91.
Longwood returns to action
for Its final tournament of the
season when they travel to
Portsmouth for the Newport
News Apprentice Tournament on
Friday.

Team Scores: Christopher
Newport
College.
324:
Longwood. 333: Roanoke. 337:
Ferrum. 338: Hampden-Sydney.
339: Brldgewater. 344: Averett.
350: Randolph Macon, 350:
Newport News Apprentice. 351:
Lynchburg. 358; Hampton
University. 358; Virginia
Wesleyan. 390.

Three upcoming home games
of the nationally ranked Longwood College baseball team will
be broadcast on Farmvllle's
WFLO radio on the AM dial.
Longwood. currently 27-6.
can be heard on 870 AM this
Wednesday when Randolph-Macon visits for a 3 p.m. contest.
Thursday. April 25 when
William & Mary comes to town
for a 3 p.m. game, and Tuesday,
April 30 when the Lancers entertain Virginia State for a doubleheader starting at 1 p.m.
Franklin Grant. Executive
Director of the Longwood College
Lancer Club, will provide the
play-by-play while Longwood
senior Mark Kirk will handle the
color commentary.
The broadcasts will be the
first Lancer regular season
baseball contests to be aired
over WFLO.

Lancers Ranked 26th,
But Streak Ends

Lady Golfers Finish
Strong At UNCW
Closing on an upbeat note.
Ixmgwood's women's golf team
shot a final round 311 to move
up to an eighth place finish in
the 12th Azalea/Seahawk Invitational Tournament Sunday at
Topsail Greens Country Club in
Hampstead. N.C. The tournament was hosted by North Carolina Wilmington.

Longwood did receive some
exciting news from the tournament, however, as sophomore
Steve Crute won medalist hon
ors by winning a four way play
off after firing a round of 79.

WFLO
To Broadcast
LC Baseball

In the nightcap, however, another streak came to an end as
senior pitcher Dennis Hale lost
his first decision In two years.
Hale pitched well, tying the
Lancer record for strikeouts In a
game with 12. He gave up seven
hits and no walks, but the Aggies won 3-1. ending his string
of consecutive winning decisions
at 19.
Hale is now 8-1 for the year
and 19-1 over the past two seasons. With a 28-5 career record.
Hale is Just one victory away
from tying the Longwood ma; it
for career wins. 29 which was
set by David Mitchell In 1982.
Saturday's win was the first ever
for A&T over Longwood. The
Lancers lead the series 12-1.
Eric Hutzler. hitting .404 with
44 RBI and seven homers and
Mike Tucker, hitting .460 with
12 homers and 42 RBI, drove In
seven of Longwood's eight runs
In Saturday's opening 8-6 win
over A&T. The Lancers rallied
from a 6-2 deficit to take the
victory.

Tucker, two short of the
Lancer season mark for homers
(14 which was set by Kelvin
Davis In 1980), got Longwood on
the board with a two-run shot In
the first. Hutzler hit the first of
his two homers, also a two-run
shot, In the third. Then Hutzler
ended the game with his threerun shot in the seventh.

Mat Carlisle, in relief of
starter Chris Mulllns. moved his
record to 5-3. Carlisle pitched
the final five and a third timings,
allowing one run on five hits. He
struck out seven and walked
one.

Longwood is scoring nine
runs per game with 288 runs in
32 contests, while holding the
opposition to 4.5 runs per game.
The Lancers are also hitting 1.6
homers per contest with 51
homers In 32 games, compared
to the opposition's 16 homers.

Lady Netters Stomp
Averett 8-1
Longwood traveled to Danville
Friday and defeated Averett 8-1
in women's tennis last week, but
matches with ChristopherNewport Tuesday and Meredith
Saturday were canceled. In all.
six contests have been wiped out
by rain or for other reasons this
spring.
Now 3-2 for the year. Coach
Angle Coppedge's team is scheduled to visit Randolph Maron
Woman's College Wednesday
and UNC Greensboro next
Monday.

"We've really had bad luck
with the schedule." said Coach
Coppedge. "We have a good
team, but the record may not
show it because we won't get to
play enough matches."

Winning single matches for
Longwood Friday were Suzle
Lawman at No. 2. Jenny Proffltt
at No. 3. Melanle Saunders at
No. 4. Kimber Bear at No. 5 and

Jennifer Rlsko at No. 6. Double
winners were Jenny Holm and
Lawman at No. 1. Proffltt and
Saunders at No. 2 and Bear and
Heather Leach at No. 3.
"Lawman and Saunders have
been playing outstanding tennis
In singles." said Coppedge. "They
have played vital roles in our
success this season."
Saunders has a 6-0 mark in
singles while Lawman is right
behind at 5-1.

LC Softball Lose Twinbill
The Longwood softball team
lost both games of a twinbill In
Greensboro, N.C. Saturday as
the Lady Spartans of UNC
Greensboro edged the Lady
Lancers 7-6 In the opening game
and swept the doubleheader
with a 6-4 win in the second
game. A constant nagging drizzle
abbreviated Longwood's trip,
causing the cancelatlon of a
doubleheader with Radford
scheduled for Sunday afternoon
in Radford.

In the first game, the Lady
Lancers commanded an early
lead after junior Laura Marks
crushed a two run homer In the
top half of the first Inning.
Longwood added a run in the
second when Junior Cassie Mullenix poked a ball through the
Infield to score freshman first
baseman Jill Hauschlldt.
notching the score at 3-1.

The Lady Spartans crossed a
run in the bottom of the second
to pull within one, but both
teams were unable to score until
the bottom of the sixth when
UNCG added three runs off a
four hits and a walk.

"Andl [Wrennl was pitching
really well the whole game."
commented head coach Loretta
Coughlln. "But as the game wore
on. our strike zone kept getting
smaller and smaller. The only
way Andl could get strikes was
to throw meatballs."

Longwood re-claimed the lead
again In the top of the seventh
when Mullenix's single scored
Hauschlldt from second and a
double by senior Pam Fitzgerald
drove in sophomore Robin
Jensen and Mullenlx.
UNCG added a pair of runs In
the last of the seventh after a
questionable call at first base
allowed the winning run to cross
the plate. Wrenn (4-5) was credited with the loss after allowing
seven runs off 12 hits while
walking three and fanning one.
"I try not to blame officials for
losses." continued Coughlln.
"but they affected the outcome of
the game Saturday. We won the
game. It's just lhat UNCG scored
more runs."

In the second game. Fitzgerald gave up six runs on seven
hits as Longwood trailed the entire game. Sophomore Kathy
Brown entered the game in relief
In the seventh and closed the
game without allowing a hit.

Freshman centerflelder Ana
Litton took charge for the Lady
Lancers In the second game,
belting a pair of doubles and
driving In a pair of runs. For the
doubleheader. Litton was 4-8
with three doubles. She also
notched 12 putouts Including
eight In the second game.

Longwood will play Radford
Tuesday in games rescheduled
from Sunday. The Lady Lancers
return home Thursday as they
host Brldgewater College for a
doubleheader at 1 on the
Armory Field.
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BELIEVE IT OR NOT, THIS GUY
IS IN CLASS.
Excitement and adventure is the course description, and Army ROTC is the name. It's the one college elective that builds your self-confidence,
develops your leadership potential and helps you
take on the challenges of command.
There's no obligation until your junior year, and that
means there's no reason not to try it out right now.
UHH™
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ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT
CAPTAIN GARY WITTEKIND AT 395-2136 OR 2134

Wilder Wouldn't 'Object At Air
To Drug Testing Of Collegians
Drug testing of all college
students moved a big political
step forward April 2 when
Virginia Gov. L. Douglas Wilder,
a possible presidential candidate
In 1992. said he would "not
object at all" to mandatory drug
testing of all state students.
While a handful of small, private schools already have general testing programs, no state
currently has an all-Inclusive
effort like the one Wilder endorsed. If It approved the effort.
Virginia would be the first state
to regularly test all Its nonathlete students.
National drug policy Director
Bob Martinez didn't like the
Idea, however. My own view is
that too many college administrators have not been «ufflclentry
aggressive against drug u»^. 'l""/

already know they've got on their
hands, and that there are any
number of things they should
think about doing before anyone
begins discussing random drug
testing." Martinez told 200
representatives of sororities and
fraternities April 5. Wilder
remained Insistent. "Rather than
offering a pro-active policy to
stamp out Illegal drug activity on
our nation's college campuses.
Mr. Martinez criticizes our
forceful efforts ih Virginia."
Wilder responded.
Wilder made his original an
nouncement at a press conference after he met with Wilder
made his original announcement
at a press conference after he
met with administrators, and
appointed a special task force to
»v->tTi|,ie how stale colleges can

crack down on drug and alcohol
abuse and sexual assault on
their campuses. "I don't think It
Is a bad Idea for them (task force
members) to look at" mandatory
testing. Wilder said.
The meeting came almost two
weeks after a drug raid at the
University of Virginia (UVa) In
which 12 students were arrested
and three fraternity houses
seized by federal officials.
The March 21 raid "could be
looked upon as a blessing."
Wilder said, because It forced
campus administrators to focus
on the Issue of substance abuse.
He went on to suggest randomly
selecting students to be tested to
see If they had used Illicit drugs
recently.
"It's (mandatory testing) not a
great worry to us at this lime."

commented Laura Fllppln.
president of the student association at the College of William
and Mary. "As we understand It.
It wouldn't be upheld In any
court in Virginia." she continued.
Other students and ad minis
trators agreed It Is too early to
worry about Wllder's statement.
'We're taking a wait-and-see
attitude." reported Deborah
Brown, director of public rela
tlons at Radford University.
UVa President John Casteen
said he would have to see "a
concrete proposal" before he
would comment.
Dr. Anthony Santoro, presl
dent of Christopher Newport
College, said he hadn't heard
Wllder's suggestions on drug
testing, but said he "didn't know

If testing Is the answer" to cam
pus drug problems.
"We need to create a climate
in which we insist people who
matriculate In our Institutions
are drug free." he added.
Wilder told Santoro and the
other administrators he wants a
thorough Investigation of student conduct policies on their
campuses.
"I know you share my I
vlctlon that Virginia's colleges
and universities cannot be
sanctuaries of Immunity for a
privileged class of young adults."
he said.
UVa's Casteen already has
Imposed new drug, drinking and
sexual assault rules on tinschool's greek organizations.
threatening t<> withdraw recog
nlllon ol t'i<>iJI>■• lli.tl 'Ion I com

ply with them.

Other schools already have
started forcing students to prove
their sobriety. Rev. Jerry Falwell's Liberty University, a private campus In Lynchburg. already randomly tests Its students for drugs.
The University of Maryland
students who have previously
violated the campus's drug pol
Icy must submit to testing.
Arizona and Florida and In
Purdue University's Department
of Aviation Technology are also
tested.
Most college athletic departments have some sort of drug
testing policy for student-ath-
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FEATURES
Miss Longwood: In

By BARBARA 8ANTMIRE
"If you pass by her on campus, you may see nothing more
than a pretty college student In
Jeans and a sweater." said student Kim Makuch. There really
aren't a lot of people that know
she's Miss Longwood."
Another student. Debbie
Warren, described her as.
"outgoing, but kind of quiet.
She's probably about the sweetest person IVe ever met."
The reigning Miss Longwood
is better known to most as Amy
Church, a 22-year-old theatre
major. She was crowned as Miss
Longwood last March, during
her Junior year.
"I think that it's an honor,"
she said, "but I don't like to use
It."
Ms. Church has represented
Longwood In the Miss Virginia
pageant and has also participated in the Miss Northern Virginia pageant.
"Longwood is really a good
place to learn to do a pageant
because they take you through
everything and give you time to
get ready. It's the only college
pageant left in Virginia and it's

been called one of the best local
pageants. I'd have to agree with
that." she said.

During the Miss Virginia
pageant, Ms. Church had to
present a platform on what she
wanted to accomplish should
she win. Her platform was based
on helping learning disabled
children, which means a lot to
her because, as a child, she was
diagnosed with dyslexia.
"I really don't have dyslexia
anymore." Ms.Church said, "but
I do need extended time on my
tests and math really gives me a
hard time."

Ms. Church said. The $1,000
scholarship I won from the
pageant really meant a lot to me
because, with my learning disability. It's really hard for me to
get any kind of academic scholarship."

As a theatre major. Ms.
Church said that the pageants
she has participated In have
been good experience and practice for her.

"I was so excited for her when
she won the pageant." said
friend Marianna Poch. "I don't
know though. I guess, somewhere In the back of my mind, I
half expected her to change in
some way. maybe to be more
aware of herself or her
Importance.' But Amy Just Isn't
like that. If anything, when people recognize her. she gets embarrassed."

i
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According to her friend, and
sultemate. Kate Dunnet: "Amy
gets so embarrassed. When we
go out, some of her friends like
to Joke around with her, they
bow In front of her and yell. 'All
hall Miss Longwoodl' Amy turns
twenty different shades of red
and tells us to hush up. She's so
funny about It."

1
t
i

If her acting hopes fall
through. Church wants to have
a career helping learning disabled children. Or. even if she
succeeds In acting, she still
wants to do volunteer work.
"I did that last summer.'' she
said. "I volunteered at the lab
school and worked with preschool kids. I love working with
learning disabled kids."

AMY LYNN CHURCH

"Watchdog"

AMA Hosts Conference
In

Perspective

(Continued from pg. 1)

As a member of the White
House press corps. ORourke
has analyzed, critiqued, and
often traveled with, and often
traveled with, five presidents —
Johnson. Nixon. Carter. Reagan,
and Bush.
Based on their membership InHe has visited at least 60
crease, leadership and their di- countries and travels an average
verse programs, Longwood was of 120.000 miles each year.
proud to accept the award for
ORourke Is a graduate of VII"Outstanding Revitalized Chap- lanova University and also holds
ter."
the J. D. law degree from
Georgetown University. He has
Mike Mooney, vice president participated in additional semof the Footwear Division of NIKE, inar and study programs at the
Inc. was the keynote speaker. John F. Kennedy School of GovThe students attended several ernment at Harvard, the Washsessions on chapter Im- ington Journalism Center, and
provements, career goal setting the U. S. Department of State.
and leadership. Longwood's AMA
Chapter President, Tammy
Nunn and Vice President,
Melanle Davis, presented a
leadership session on "Working
with AMA Professional Chapter."
By NICOLE LEHNHARDT
Students were also able to enjoy
On Saturday. April 6. 1991,
the wonderful sites New Orleans
members of the Epsllon Tau
has to offer.
Chapter of Delta Zeta traveled to
Old Dominion University for
In addition, the Longwood Province Day. Province Day is an
Chapter won first place in the annual event
that brings
Richmond Professional Chaptogether members of the six
ter's First Annual AMA Case chapters in Virginia.
Competition. The three person
The Epsilon Taus was given
team of Becky Starbuck.
Michelle Boggs. and Marnle the highest award a chapter in
Turman defeated teams from the Virginia can receive — The Pride
University of Richmond. VCU. of the Province. This Is a travand Virginia State University. eling award given to the chapter
The case was 'Trap Ease of which best represents Delta
America" selected by Gary Arm- Zeta's values, Ideals and tradi
strong. UNC Chapel Hill, and tions.
Phillip Cottier, Northwestern
The Epsllon Taus have been
University.
very active in the colonization of
the newest chapter in Virginia —
The chapter won $200 first Omnlcron Zeta at Randolph
prize as well as individual Macon College. With the Untver| slty of Virginia Delta Zetas and
awards for team members.

Louisiana

In 1980-81. ORourke was
deputy assistant secretary for
policy and planning and assistant secretary for public affairs
with the U. S. Department of
Education. He has practiced law
since 1970. including many pro
bono cases. In District of
Columbia courts.
During his stay at Longwood.
ORourke will speak to Journalism and political science classes
and will meet with students and
faculty to discuss topics ranging
from career opportunities in
communications and law to cur
rent political Issues In the U. S.
and abroad.

LAWRENCE OROURKE

DZ Celebrates Province Day

AMA members enjoy their convention.

The 13th Annual Amerlcian Webster. Edwin Cather and Clen
Marketing Association Interna- Dodson; and Colin Steele III. adtional Collegiate Conference was visor.
held in New Orleans. LA. March
28-30. 1091. Longwood College
Longwood AMA Chapter won
of Farmvllle had nine students
and one advisor to attend. Those "Outstanding Revitalized Chapattending were Tammy Nunn. ter Award." The members that
attended the conference and all
president; Melanle Davis, vice other members worked diligently
for several months prior. A
president; Scott Strader, treachapter plan was sent early in
surer, Carolyn Ward, secretary;
and five members: Michelle November and later an Annual
Boggs. Becky Starbuck. Lisa Report was created for the year.

Time Running Out?
Extend with 4868
If you re running oui of time to file
your federal tax return, you may qualify I.H .14 month extension Retrain
her. however, filing Form 48oK.
"Application lor Automatic ExiciiMon i>l rilM fa File U.S. Individual Income Tax Return.'' onK ex
tones the dan you an required to tile
^iiu still must |).i\ the federal taxes
you owe by April 15. IWI Underpayment nl your tax* will result in
interest and sometimes penalty
char lies
To get a 4-month extension
1. Send in fold IMI with
2. an> tontowad by \pni 13. IWI
i Ince yoa an IMd) to lile your return:
I I M Form 1040 and remember to
list any payment you nude with youi
extension on line 58 bv August |J,
IWI or
C Form 1040A and write
4868" on line 28d and list any payment you made with voui extension
by August 15. 1991
M IRS toll-free .it I KM
to order Form 48h8 it you need
the automatic 4-month extension
More information on getting extensions is explained m Publication
17. Your I ctteral I mom,1 Tax. which
is aha available tree from IRS

Richmond Alumnae, the Epsllon
Taus participated in rush parties in accordance with
Randolph Macon's Panhellenlc
Council. The new colony has a
membership of 70 and will
receive help from the Epsllon
Taus on a regular basis.
Also honored at Province Day
was Epsllon Taus past president
Christy Meadows. Upon graduation In May. Christy will begin
her one year position as a Delta
Zeta Field Representative.
Christy will visit chapters across
the nation offering suggestions
and reporting on the activities of
each chapter. Only those women
who excell In all areas of college
— personal, sorority and
academic — are given this
position.

Riding Team Gets Coaching
By LORIE L. GREEN
"Sit back. Hold. Support,"
yells Mary Whltlock as a Longwood student takes the horse
over a Jump. "Good." says Mrs.
Whltlock with a smile as the
task Is completed.

The members of the riding
team practice in Cumberland
County at Long Lance Farm,
which is owned by Mrs. Whitlock's father. Lessons are given
on Tuesdays and Thursdays and
are scheduled around a student's classes. According to Mrs.
Whltlock. since she had invested
11 years of coaching and dedication Into the riding team, she
returned because she wanted it
to continue.
Mrs. Whltlock has a strong
background with horsea. She is
a 32-year veteran of showing
and riding horses. Prior to coming to Longwood in 1978. Mrs.
Whltlock was the riding coach at
Westhampton
College
(University of Richmond). In
1983-84 she led Longwood's
Equestrian Team to Reserve
High Point College of the Year.

UVA's riding club Is not a
varsity sport and is supported
by the members. To participate
in the UVA'a Virginia Riding
Team, each member has to pay
$1350 a year for club dues and
lessons. "The biggest downfall of
the Virginia Riding Team's not
being a varsity sport Is the expenses an individual has to finance," said Tyler Scott, a member of that club.
"We (Longwood team) organized meetings with althetlc director, Tom Fletcher, to talk with
him about keeping riding a varsity team." said Ms. Miller.
Ms. Miller's mother. Dr.
Teresa Miller, began reorganizing the team by going to the
meetings, standing in as a team
chaperon and writing numerous
letters In support of the team.

"It was a big plus to get Mary
back." said Senior Julie Miller.
A native of Richmond. Mrs.
WhlUock returned last semester
to work with Longwood's
Equestrian
Team.
"I heard the riding team had no
coach and was in desperate
need of a facility and a coach."
said Mrs. Whltlock.

But despite the return of Mrs.
Whltlock. the team Is still wor
ried about their well-being. According to team members, the
equestrian team is in danger of
being reduced to club status, receiving no support from the college.

Freshman member. Kathryn
Layne said: "One of the reasons I
chose Longwood because of their
sports. I was really Irritated
when I went to Admission and
they didn't know anything about
the riding team."

Last semester Longwood's
team members each paid about
$250.

According to Mrs. Whltlock.
she has spent some of her own
money to keep the team going.
She travels 79 miles on Tuesdays and Thursdays to give
lessons, missing work from her
full-time Job.
Despite the trouble Mrs.
Whltlock goes to she stresses
that It Is the only co-ed sport at
Longwood and also doesn't take
away from the school's time.

Mrs. Whltlock encourages any
interested student to ride since
there are many different levels of
riding, from open hunter to beginner walk-trot.

The war against
cancer isn't limited to
land based assault vegetables. Because a meal
that includes baked,
broiled, or poached fish
may lessen your cancer
risk, as well.
But fish isn't your
only ally. Try chicken or
lean meat. Or fiber-rich
fruits, vegetables and
grains. Along with foods
high in Vitamin A or C,
lowfat dairy products,
and cruciferous vege
tables like broccoli and
cauliflower.
They're all at your
disposal in the American
Cancer Society's Great
American Food Fight
Against Cancer. Call
l-800-ACS-2345foradditional information, or talk
to your local American
Cancer Society.
Meanwhile, enjoy
some fish. We think
you'll like the Lm^l
net effect. WKT
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After hours of preparations,
deliberation, and expectation,
Kappa Delta came out victorious in the 1901 spring weekend chill cook-off (pictured at
right). Second place went to
Alpha Sigma Tau, and third
place went to WLCX. ROTC
(pictured at left) won the best
cooking chili booth.

Spring weekend 1991. For
at least two years in a row,
the weather has been miserable but that has not put a
damper on the spirits of
Long wood students. As you
can see, we were all determined to enjoy ourselves and
we did. Many events went on
this past weekend but pictured are a few of the highlights. Hope you enjoyed this
past weekend as much as
they did.
Zeta Tau Alpha sorority nelped kick off Spring Weekend
with the 10th Annual BMOC Contest. The winner was James
Herzog sponsored by Kappa Delta. First runner-up went to
Scott Glisson sponsored by Alpha Gamma Delta and second
runner-up went to Eric Hutzler sponsored by Alpha Delta Pi.
Money raised was given to the Association for Retarded
Citizens.

Round and round and round we gol Where he'll stop
nobody knowsl One of the feature attractions was the Gyro
the human manipulated ride.

Oozeball. Yet another
spring weekend tradition. This
year's winners are the coed
team. Mud Puppies of 8th
floor Curry.

SPRING WEEKEND 1991

The Rotunda
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CLASSIFIEDS/PERSONALS
FOR SALE
Two medium ordinal Issue
Longwood ColIrK*"
Dudwclser
T-shirt (sl/r in-.Hum). $10r,irh.
Call 395 2120.

STUDENT ORGANIZATION
KCBTRATION PROCEDURE

Must sell
loveseat and
matching chair. Call 392 1930
after 12:30 p.m.

Th» SQA nat mpMrnafiMd a ntqmtnmon procadur* Kx ai student Ofganuatnns. Al
grow f» •*** to M racognoad M Longwood student organzanons shooB comply
Oy ffw provtuone ot trtt ragwraDon procedure

LOST: A Package containing a
white Az sweatshirt. Please mil
Christy If found x3085

More rtormaDon <m M »ent out to aOv*xi and cruet o*cer« next week. Make sura
•>■ your organoanon a regaMntdR

Don't get left out

HELP WANTED

REGISTER NOW!!

Do you plan to remain In
Farmville for the summer? Do
you need a summer Job? Well,
you might be Interested In applying for a summer staff position with the Housing Office and
the Office of Continuing Studies.
Positions available: Resident
Assistant, Desk Aide, Conference
Host. Conference Supervisor (6).
for more Information, attend one
of the following information
sessions on Thursday, April 18,
from 1:00 - 1:30 or 6:30 7:00.
both sessions will be held In
Lankford. Conference Room 2. If
you have any questions, please
call Mohe Herndon at 2514.
Applications
and
Job
descriptions available In the
Dean of Students office.

I
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PUZZLE

Box 896. Washington

INSTRUCTIONS: The I
leers serving in more than 70 nations
around the world. By solving this puzrle, you will learn about one of these countries.
Solve the four numbered puzzle words and then unscrani!
let* in the squares to produce
the name of the country darkened on the map at the right
Thl* North African nation Is
just south of Spain, across
the Straight of Gibraltar.

1. One of the European nations which
divided this country into two zones ki
1904.
2. Ore from which steel is produced.
3.

Stephanie S: We want you to
know how special you are to us
and that we love you very much.
Thank-you for your guidance
and friendship, you have shown
us what sisterhood Is about.
n Love forever. Your ADK
pledges. Spring "91

«.■•>

PEACE CORPS WORLD WISE
Forfurihrr information nb<>

mm

Dreaming — I understand
that everyone has the right to
express their feelings for
someone but. no one has the
right to express how they think
other people feel. I also
understand how you feel about
FUMA because he's easy to fall
In love with. But. you have no
right Judging how I feel about
him. I love him whole heartedly
not Just halfway. If YOU care
about htm so much and think
you can give him more — then
why did you care so little as
never to share the happiness
that you wanted him to have?
Maybe YOU are the one who
loves him halfway. The chance
you take In love is giving your
heart away. I guess you didn't
trust him enough to give it to
him like I did. — The One Who
Loves Him

Debbie - Just think only a
little while longer until you will
be eating Ice cream and feeling
lots better. Love Susan.

Millie - Did not ever think
anyone would leave you a personal did you? Can't wait till this
summer! Shawnee here we
come!

To ADK Trisha M: I am so
lucky that you are my Big Sis!
Thank-you for everything you've
done for me. Thanks for being
you. You've made a friend for
life. Remember: We are Trish 2 I
Loyally. Tricla

To AXP Cralg H - A.K.A.
"Goofbair ... rejected Beastle
Boy! Well here It Is - Your first
personal In 3 years! We think
you should Just save It! If not.
you'll Just have to deal with it! *
Love, Roomies

Primary religion of this nation.

4. A task usually performed by women in
this country.

Monthly Payment Plan
Deadline Approaching
Deadline for signing up for the Monthly Payment Plan for the fall
semester 1991/1992. Is May 20. 1991. Applications can be
obtained from Fran Wllmolh In the Treasurer's office between
10:00 AM and 2:00 PM.
Many students and parents have found paying school expenses
on a monthly basis nn attractive alternative. The plan Is available
to any full time student.
Should you have questions about the plan, contact Fran
Wllmoth at 395 2268.

ATTENTION SENIORS:
ANTICIPATED COUNSELOR POSITION
ADMISSIONS OFFICE
Longwootfs Admissions Office anticipates employing
an admissions counselor beginning on or about midJuly and ending in May 1992. High energy, good
communications skills and active involvement while at
Longwood Prerequisites for successful candidates.

Jenny. Tracy. Susie. Cheryl.
Charlotte. Vicky. Krudd. Betsy.
Marlcka and Stacy — We're almost there guys — Keep smiling,
we can do it I — I love. Leigh
Anne

Kllll Lowe — Here's a personal
for you since you haven't had
one before. I hope that you have
time to read this. I realize that
you're kind of busy. Come over
tonight and we'll play nlntendo.
Brenda — You're the best — Fighter Hyabusa. The Amazon
pledge mom evert Thank you for
AAn Pledges — You all are '
everything you've done for us.
We love you more than you'll doing an awesome Job. Be exever know. — £ love, your cited. Initiation Is near! Keep up
those pi smiles. We love you —
babies
AAn Sisters

Get active ... 3 per team.
TRIATHALON events. 1 person
to each event; swim, bike and
run. Only $5 per team, with
prizes/cash awards. Tentative
date for events April 24 th. Participation greatly appreciated.
Contact Monica Menclnt — by
box #705. Sign up sheets will
randomly be placed In Lancer
(gymnasium). Must sign team up
by April 19th — Approximate:
bike = 5-7 miles: run = 2 miles:
swim ■ 200 meters
Do Me — Thank you for being
such a wonderful friend! I can't
imagine life without you. Be
smappy. blade. I'll never forget
youll — Love, Your Upstairs
Sultemate
shelly — You are doing great
pledging! Only a few more
weefe icft. Keep doing great and
nave funl _ Love, Karen

w|th

JIU — Cheer up!! Thanks for
Just being you and being my
friend. — Love. Your Sultemate

Summertime At Longwood
SUMMER SESSION DATES
lune 17-July 12
Thin

Inly I

AAn Pledges spring '91 are the
coolest! K Love is forever!

Lancer baseball team - Never
take anyone or anything too
light! For you may be fooled.
Sharny

To my dearest Cralgy - Five
and many more! I love you! Rice
Krtspy

Lancer Baseball Team - A
team that works together wins
together. And I want to WIN!
Sharny

I

Son and Daughter — Break
my neck — Oops-or rather
Break-A-Legl — Love. Mom
To 7th Floor Frazer — Good
Job on scavenger hunt. Hope you
enjoyed Spring Weekend.
Beware — exams are on the way!
— Sharon
Roommate needed for oncampus room In Cox Call Brad
at 3253.

Baseball Team - You're the
BEST! Sharny

Is There A Journalist
/ Lurking Inside You? /
The Rotunda Needs You!
The Rotunda, published since 1920 by the students of
Longwood College, is currently accepting applications for
the 1991-92 staff. Anyone interested is encouraged to
apply — experience not required!
Applications available at the Lankford Information
Office!

SUMMERTIME AT LONGWOOD
Summer Activities
During the summer sessions the racquetball courts, tennis
courts, volleyball courts, swimming pool, and weight room will
be open on a regular basis.
Coed softball games will be held on Tuesday and Thursday
evenings. Two-on-two volleyball tournaments will be held on
the sand courts in the evenings.

REMINDER:
v pours*

Cast and Crew of Electra —H
Break A Legt — Love. Sharon
1

Happy 20th B Day Gale FosCatallnas and the girls In the
ter! You finally caught up with class.
the rest of us! Iota Love, your
Awesome Job! I
aisters
Jeff

May 20 - |unt

firs

Sarah Gravltt — You are such
a scanner. I can't keep my mind
off of you. Even when I sleep. I'm
dreaming of you. I hope you find
a ball date! — An Admirer

Kathy — Duo tones was a
Roommate needed for offsuccess. Thank you for all of
campus apartment - Fall 91/Spr
your HELP. — CT Yankee
92 - will have your own room Call Cathy 3672.
Shannon M: My Fleur de
Lyspal! I will miss you when you
Thank you to everyone who
leave next year, but I will Join
worked
during Spring Weekend!
you In Europe spring semester.
to the Board, we did
Let's make this summer one to Especially
Itl
remember. Thank you for being
Donnls
my roommate, best friend and
pledge sister, K Love. Tricla
Laura,
Thanks for all the help.
Lancer baseball team TREASONII
Tlght'n up guys! I want to go to
Donnls
the reglonals. - U know who

Salary $1606.00 per month, no benefits, all travel
expenses paid. Must be willing to work at Admissions
programs on weekends and evenings
Interested candidates should contact Bob Chonko,
Director of Admissions at X2060.

Delta Zetas I'm so proud ol
you! You've worked so hard to be
named the best chapter In VA. •
DC and MD. You really are the >
"Pride of the Province" — Love. I
Linda

The arcade, pool hall, and bowling alley will also be open on a
regular basis. The Second Annual Summerfest will be held on
July 31, with Fat Ammons Band.

"They were armed to the
teeth," one surprised customer
said. "You should have seer? it.
Carrots, tomatoes, broccoli
everywhere.*' It seems cafeteria workers all over town have
tDmed The Great American
r
ood Fight Against Cancer.
Now they're recommending
foods that may help reduce
cancer risk. The list includes
foods high in vitamins A and C.
high in fiber and low in fat.
"I love to see people eat
healthy," as one server put it.
"When I throw a big helping of
steamed vegetables on someone's plate. I feel real good
inside."
Similar sentiments were
echoed by other workers.
"When a kid reaches for lowfat milk or yogurt, or grabs an
apple for dessert, well, it's just
beautiful." said one emotional
server.
Experts recommend that people join The Great American
Food Fight Against Cancer
whether dining out or at home.
The American Cancer Society, sponsor of the Food Fight,
has more information. Call
1-800-ACS-2345.
And. be on the lookout for
Community Crusade volunteers
armed with shopping lists.
Ready? Aim. Chew?
AMERICAN
^CANCW
TSOOBTY'
PiiWic Sarvica Mmuga

